
7.1.9: Sensitization of students and employees of the 

Institution to the constitutional obligations: values, rights, 

duties and responsibilities of citizens 

 

 
MATDAAN SHIKSHA – 17/11/2021 
 

 
 
 
 

 



 



 
 
 
 MAKING OF WALL PAINTING- 23/11/21 

 



 

 

 
Maa Ganga Jagrukta Abhiyan – 20-12-2021 (Seminar) 
 

 
 

Students, Teachers are actively participated in the seminar on Maa Ganga 

Jagrukta Abhiyan the program is convent by Deepa Tyagi and presided by 

principal. The students are motivated to put their efforts to make clean the 

holy ganga river. the student take oath to keep Ganga Clean. Suman Mishra, 

faculty of Hindi department also enlighten the student by their views.      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



VOTE DO VOTER BANO- 20/12/21 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
2- NAMAMI GANGE -21/12/21 

 
 
 
  



 
AAJADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV- 9/5/22 

 
 

 
 
  



Voter Awareness Rally under SVEEP 
 

The NSS units of Ismail National Mahila PG College, Meerut have 

organized an Electoral Awareness rally on 17th November2021 at 

11:30 am. Colorful and meaningful posters were made and carried 

along with by the volunteers during the rally. The rally was 

organized under the Systematic Voters' Education and Electoral 

Participation program, better known as SVEEP, the flagship program 

of the Election Commission of India for voter education. Dr.Anita 

Rathi,honorable principal has flagged off the rally by motivating all 

NSS volunteers for spreading Electoral awareness. More than 40 

volunteers have participated in the rally along with NSS program 

officers Mrs. Meenu Sharma (Unit 3), Mrs.Aanchal Singh, (Unit 

1),Miss Suman Mishra (Unit 2).Dr.Shivali Aggarwal, the nodal 

officer motivate NSS volunteers for spreading voter awareness and 

promoting voter literacy in IndiaThe rally started from the college 

and was continued in the city and ended back to college. The student 

volunteers throughout the rally were enthusiastically 

shouting slogans on the importance of electoral participation. 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Road safety Week 
NSS Unit of Ismail Mahila PG college has celebrated Road-Safety 

Week from 22nd November to 27th November. NSS unit has organized 

many competitions under the aegis of Road Safety week: 

 

22nd November Pledge taking Ceremony: 
On the first day of Road Safety Week, a pledge-taking ceremony took 

place under the valuable supervision of respected principal Dr. Anita 

Rathi. In this program, 80 NSS volunteers and several faculty 

members and staff members have taken the pledge to follow road 

safety rules. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

23rd November 

 Slogan Writing Competition: 
A slogan writing competition was organized by the NSS unit to spread 

awareness about road safety in which 25 volunteers have participated. “Donate 

blood but not on roads” andseveral other thought-provoking slogans have been 

written by volunteers.Dr.Deepa Tyagi, the HOD Hindi Department has judged 

the slogans and appreciates all the participants for their efforts. Nazneen(M.A. 

Ist), ,Farheen (B.A. IInd), Heena Rajput & Vanshika has secured first,second 

and third place in the competition. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

25th November  

Poster competition: 
In a series of other competitions organized under road Safety Week, NSS Units 

of Ismail National Mahila PG College, Meerut has organized a poster 

competition. 35 volunteers have participated in the competitions and presented 

their ideas through brush and paints. Mrs. Aanchal Singh,Head of the Drawing 

department judged the creativity of volunteers and appreciated their 

endeavors.Mantsha Ansari, Shifa Mehraz, and Idala have secured first,second 

and third positions respectively. Dr. Anita Rathee, respected principal also 

perceived the posters and applauded the volunteers for their creativity. She also 

encouraged them for spreading awareness regarding road safety. 

 



 

 



 

 



 
 

26/11/2021 

Kavita Pratiyogita 
Writing a rhythmic poem is the best way to express oneself. A poem 

is something that comes from the heart. On the fifth day of Road-

safety week, a poem competition was organized by NSS Units of 

Ismail National Mahila PG College,Meerut. Around 20 volunteers 

wrote their respective poems on the topic of road safety. Their talent 

and confidence was uplifted as they went on to pen down their 

innovative ideas which further enhanced their thinking and learning 

skills.  The programme officers of all three units of NSS chose the 

best poems of all and submitted them to the judge Dr.Deepa Tyagi, 



HOD of Hindi Department.

 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 



27/11/2021 

Quiz Competition on Road-Safety 
A quiz on Road Safety conducted by NSS Units of Ismail National 

Mahila PG College, Meerut on 27th November 2021. The volunteers 

were tested on their knowledge of the traffic rules and various road 

safety measures in age-appropriate multiple-choice questionnaires. 

The hour-long quiz proved to be not only a tool for testing the 

students’ knowledge of traffic rules but also became a medium of 

sensitizing young minds about traffic rules and the importance of 

following them. They realized their contribution to traffic 

management, and how they can be instrumental in making people 

aware of traffic rules and can force their parents, relatives and friends 

to follow traffic rule for the safety of self and others. The programme 

officers of NSS units jointly organized the quiz in which Nazneen, 

Vanshika, and Hina Rajput secured first, second, third place 

respectively.



 



 
 

 

 

 

District level slogan and poster competition: 
During road safety week, NSS units have conducted slogan and poster 

competitions. The winners of these competitions have participated in 

District level competition held at Raghunath Girls PG College, 

Meerut under the supervision of RajkiyaMahavidyalaya, Kharkhauda. 

In the district level competition, Mantasha(B.A. IIIrd) secured second 

place in poster competition.Hina Rajput (M.A.Ist Sem.),Nazneen 

(M.A. Ist Sem.) secured first and third place respectively in slogan 

competition. The volunteers also won cash prizes worth 10,000 and 

5,000 for the same. 



 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 



Covid-19 Omicron variant Awareness and 

vaccination drive 
The volunteers of NSS unit-03 of Ismail National Mahila PG 

college, Meerut have initiated an awareness drive about the new 

variant of Covid-19. Under the supervision of Mrs. Meenu Sharma, 

Programme officer NSS unit-3,volunteers have given information 

about 15 preventive measures to fight against this fatal virus. Along 

with that, volunteers also encouraged the 15-18-year-old age group 

for vaccination. Dr. Anita Rathee, principal of Ismail National 

Mahila PG college, Meerut applauded the volunteers for their efforts 

and motivate them to be committed to their responsibility towards 

society in the future as well. Inara Sartaj,Tanu Sharma, Nupur Saini, 

Mantasha Ansari, Ilma Malik, Kavita Deep have actively 

participated in this awarenessdrive.







 
 

 
 

 

“Organ Donation Awareness program” 
 

Name of the program:  “Organ Donation Awareness program” 

Theme:  “The measure of life is not its duration but its donation.” 

Chief guest: Dr.Virender Singh, NSS Coordinator, Ch. Charan Singh 

University 

Resource Person: Dr. Sourabh Sharma, Manager – Projects & Outreach, 

ORGAN India.  

Organized by: Mrs. Meenu Sharma (program officer NSS Unit-3)  

Zoom Meet Link:  

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/89287073332?pwd=RlF6WG92bUc2VWFGTFJidm

pEU09WQT09 



Meeting ID: 892 8707 3332 

Passcode: ORGAN 

  

 

Objectives:  

❖ Aims at making Participants aware of organ donation and its process. 

❖ To break the myths associated with organ donation and eye donation” 

❖ Provide information about Government agencies to contact in need of an 

organ. 

❖ Motivate students to take pledges to spread awareness further. 

 

Activities: 

➢ An Awareness session in virtual mode ( Zoom meet). 

➢ Demonstration of Heart donation and successful transplant. 

➢ Q/A about the organ, eye, and tissue donations. 

➢ Feedback by students in Google form. 

 

Event report: 
“Transplants transform lives and reshape futures—and these lifesaving procedures 

wouldn’t be possible without a simple yet selfless decision from an organ donor.” 

Characterizing this thought, NSS Unit-3 of Ismail National Mahila PG 

College, Meerut has conducted its third one-day camp on 14th December 

2021. Under the valuable guidance of honourable principal mam Dr. Anita 

Rathi, Mrs. Meenu Sharma, program officer of NSS Unit-3 has organized 

this awareness session in collaboration with ORGAN India, Under the aegis 

of the National Organ and Tissue Transplant Organization (NOTTO). The 

motive of this session was to make volunteers and other participants aware 

of the value of organ and eye donation. The program was organized on a 

virtual platform through Zoom Meet. All the volunteers have attended the 

event in Ramlal Hall with aid of a projector screen. 

Dr. Virendra Singh, Principal, Digambar Jain P.G. College, Baraut, NSS 

Coordinator of Ch. Charan Singh University Meerut was the honorary chief 

guest of the event. Sir has appreciated the efforts of ORGAN India for this 

life-saving drive and motivated volunteers to join it as well. Dr. Sourabh 

Sharma, Manager – Projects & Outreach, ORGAN India has delivered the 

lecture cum demonstration with the aid of an audio-video presentation. has 

been working with ORGAN India since June 2014 as a Project Manager, 

handling various projects and tasks and managing ORGAN India’s 24-hour 

helpline as well. Firstly, he gave an introduction of the vision and mission of 

Organ India in brief and demonstrate his valuable research and knowledge 

on such an important topic of “organ donation and transplantation in India”. 



Mrs. Meenu Sharma presented her heartfelt thanks for demonstrating such a 

complex topic in a simple and interesting manner. Thereafter, volunteers 

have raised some queries regarding organ donation and transplantation 

which were answered by Dr. Sharma. All the volunteers have given their 

feedback in the feedback register and those who have attended the session on 

Zoom Meet send their feedback through a google form. The program 

reached its culmination with the singing of the National Anthem. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
NSS volunteers attending the awareness session on projector 

 



 

 
 

“Solid waste Management Workshop” 

 

Name of the program:  “Solid waste Management Workshop” 

Chief guest: Dr. Anubhuti Chauhan    

Resource Person: Mr. Madhukar Varshney and Mr. Munish Kundra  

Organized by: Ms. Meenu Sharma (programme officer NSS Unit-3)  

Google Meet Link:  

SWM Workshop INM PG College Meerut 



Tuesday, January 25 · 10:00 – 12:30 am 

Google Meet joining info 

Video call link: https://meet.google.com/xzz-kdwa-ytf 

 

Objectives:  

❖ Aims at making Participants aware of the giant problem of 

waste management and climate change. 

❖ To make Participants aware of the Gigatonne challenge. 

❖ To learn about waste categories and waste segregation. 

❖ To know about Landfills and their consequences. 

❖  To composting and vermicomposting of kitchen waste. 

❖ Motivate students to participate actively in waste management 

and spread awareness for the same. 

❖ Q/A  session. 

   

 

Event report: 

An informative and interactive workshop was organized by NSS Unit-3 of 

Ismail National Mahila PG College, Meerut as a one-day camp on 25th January 

2022. The Chief Resource Person on the occasion was Mr. Madhukar 

Varshney, the founder of “RISE FOUNDATION”, an NGO started in 2011 

which has been putting forth immense efforts to curb the usage of plastics and 

contribute to the positive amendment of the environment. Mr. Varshney has 

worked with Ericson for 19 years and is currently pursuing his passion for 

environmental-related projects. He is passionate about solving problems of 

Waste and torchbearer for Urban Forest projects. He is the winner of the IESA-

Earth Day Heroes 2020 awards under “impacting the urban category”. 

Currently, He is working as Coach also with Complexity University to help 

people to take action against Climate change.  As we all know the environment 

plays an important role in healthy and balanced living as well as existence on 

planet earth. But with the advent of technology and more comfortable creating 

products, various adversities and pollutants are seen to be affecting the 

ecological system in today’s time. 

    Mr. Varshney gave an elaborate insight into landfills, waste Categories, 

Composting, Climate Change along with an Introduction to Gigatonne 

Challenge and demonstrate his valuable research and knowledge through real-

life videos. He further gave many examples from the local area. He also 

answered a lot of questions of the participants in a Q&A session conducted 

by Mrs. Meenu Sharma. Dr. Anubhuti Chauhan, the president of the non-



political organization “Arunodaya Society” and various social organizations 

was the chief guest of this event. She gave her valuable inputs in the program by 

taking examples from the local problems of Meerut. Dr. Anita Rathi, the 

Principal also motivates students to active participation in waste segregation at 

their homes and college also. She also appreciated the efforts of “Rise 

Foundation” in the field of environment protection and encouraged NSS unit-3 

to associate them in their initiative. The participants found the workshop very 

informative, there was an overwhelming response from them. Mrs. Meenu 

Sharma, program officer, NSS Unit-3, welcomed the guests and Participants 

and delivered a vote of thanks at the end. Feedback was also sought from the 

participants, who were not only from the college but other places as well. 

Through this session, we have learned that if something can’t be reduced, 

reused, repaired, rebuilt, refurbished, resold, recycled, or composted, then it 

should be restricted, redesigned, or removed from production because there is 

no such thing as ‘away’. When we throw anything away it must go somewhere. 

So, the solution does not lie in waste management only but production and 

decision also.  

 

 



 
 

 
 

 





 
 

 

 



Workshop on disaster- management  

A workshop on disaster- management has been concerted. Mr. Sarabjeet Singh 

Kapoor was the resource person of this event. He is a well-known name in the 

field of disaster management and has been awarded by Presidential award for 

his work. Currently, he is working as a member in several organizations like 

Redcross society, Post forum Advisory Committee, and Swach Bharat Abhiyan 

Society. Mr. Kapoor has taught NSS volunteers about disaster management in 

the situation of earthquakes and fires.  Sir has also taught to make stretchers 

with minimum resources and to help injured in unavoidable emergencies. Along 

with that, Mr. Kapoor also demonstrated CPR (Cardio Pulmonary 

Resuscitation). The objective of this whole session was to save lives at the time 

of emergency by spreading awareness about CPR and avoiding any unnecessary 

loss of life. It is an emergency procedure and requires rapid and efficient 

response, available equipment, and personnel trained in life-saving procedures. 

Around 50 students of Ismail Girls National Intercollege, Shastri Nagar have 

also attended the workshop and benefitted from the same. This training proved 

to be vital for the volunteers as such skills are required in case of urgency, in 

future and can be taught to those who are oblivious of these trainings. At the 

end of this session, students asked their queries regarding disaster management. 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 

 


